THE REASONABLE RIGHT TO BEAR ARMS
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I. INTRODUCTION

The debate over the meaning of the Second Amendment has focused primarily on a first-order question: does the amendment protect an individual right to bear arms or a collective right of states to maintain militias free from federal interference? At least since the 1939 Supreme Court decision in United States v. Miller, the federal courts have tended to read the Second Amendment in accordance with the collective rights approach. In recent years, however, the individual rights view—which claims that the amendment guarantees individuals the “right to possess firearms for personal self-defense and the defense of others”—has gained considerable support among academics and courts alike. While far from fully displacing the collective rights view, the individual rights approach to the Second Amendment is an ascendant challenge to the prevailing collective rights model.

There is, however, a second-order Second Amendment question that may
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be equally important to the future of gun control: assuming that federal courts recognize the individual right to bear arms, what standard of review would apply? Some traction on this question may be gained by looking to the states, where the individual right to bear arms is already widely recognized. Forty-two states have constitutional provisions guaranteeing an individual right to bear arms, and there have been hundreds of cases at the state level challenging all types of gun control. The state constitutional doctrine on the right to bear arms is well developed and remarkably consistent across jurisdictions, providing a valuable window into what a future Second Amendment doctrine might look like.

How does state constitutional doctrine treat the right to bear arms? The most prominent feature of the state law in this area is the uniform application of a deferential “reasonable regulation” standard to laws infringing on the arms right. This standard is extremely deferential to state legislative efforts to control weapons and, under this standard, the vast majority of gun control regulations are upheld. The reasonable regulation standard does have its limits; laws (or their application to specific individuals) found to be arbitrary or to amount to a complete denial of the right to bear arms have been invalidated. Such rulings are rare, however, and state courts use their oversight authority over the arms right sparingly. Judicial review in this area is limited to guarding against extreme, unfair, or nonsensical governmental action relating to guns and does not create any significant hurdles to gun control.

If the federal courts adopt a reasonable regulation standard of judicial review—which state consensus on this point makes likely, though certainly not inevitable—then the triumph of the individual rights view of the Second Amendment will have only a marginal impact on the constitutionality of firearms regulation.

II. THE RULE OF REASON

If we want to imagine what Second Amendment doctrine might look like under an individual rights reading, state constitutional law and the legal doctrine that has developed around this right serve as a useful guide. Nearly
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every state in the union has a constitutional provision guaranteeing the right to bear arms (forty-four states), and most of those states (forty-two) apply their arms provisions to protect an individual right. Moreover, at the state level, there has been ample litigation creating a well-developed doctrinal infrastructure, with a settled standard of review that is applied nationwide. Although the Second Amendment has been likened to a “constitutional ghost town,”7 the right to bear arms in state constitutionalism is more like a bustling metropolis.

Within the state constitutional doctrine on the arms right, we find that the state courts universally reject strict scrutiny or any heightened level of review in favor of a standard that requires weapons laws to be only “reasonable regulations” on the arm right. This standard is lax, and the courts uphold the vast majority of firearms legislation. Only a fraction of state gun laws have been invalidated on the basis of the right to bear arms since World War II (the “modern era”)—and these cases tend to involve extreme circumstances that render regulation profoundly unfair. Courts have repeatedly upheld the heart of gun control and the broad regulatory power of legislatures.

A. The Standard of Review

In a recent article, constitutional law scholar Erwin Chemerinsky noted that the “assumption in the debate” over the Second Amendment “seems to be that an individual rights approach would mean strict scrutiny . . . when courts appraise the constitutionality of gun control measures.”8 Strict scrutiny, with its presumption of unconstitutionality, is a standard of review traditionally used in areas where courts deem any burdensome legislation to be “immediately suspect.”9

Yet, with its legislative motivation of public safety, gun control is not inherently suspicious. First, the text of the Second Amendment itself may foresee some measure of burdensome legislation in its recognition of a “well-regulated Militia.”10 To the extent the “militia” is the body of the people who might serve to protect the states,11 then that body is subject to discipline and training by the legislature; indeed, such regulation is not suspect but, in the

work in the context of the Second Amendment.
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words of the amendment, “necessary.”12 Second, there has been a long history of weapons regulation and the Framers themselves favored legislation burdening the right to bear arms in order to preserve public safety, suggesting that such laws are not inherently invidious. According to historians Saul Cornell and Nathan DeNino, “a variety of gun regulations were on the books when individual states adopted their arms-bearing provisions and when the Second Amendment was adopted,”13 and the “robust regulation”14 of the time included registration requirements, bans on carrying concealed weapons, and loyalty oaths. Third, even individual right-to-bear-arms proponents recognize that some regulation of firearms is necessary15—a pragmatic nod to the obvious public dangers of guns.

These reasons alone might support a rejection of strict scrutiny for the arms right. Oliver Wendell Holmes, Jr. famously taught us, however, that “[t]he life of the law has not been logic; it has been experience.”16 The real-world experience of the individual right to bear arms at the state level gives us a relatively reliable indication of the appropriate level of judicial scrutiny. The state courts have already confronted this precise question in the context of their own right-to-bear-arms provisions, and they all answered it in a uniform way: deferential scrutiny. No state’s judiciary applies a heightened level of scrutiny, much less strict scrutiny, to arms regulation.

The state courts’ practice of applying a deferential “reasonable regulation” standard of review extends back at least to the late nineteenth century. In State v. Shelby,17 decided in 1886, the Missouri Supreme Court upheld a law barring the possession of firearms by individuals under the influence of alcohol against a challenge under the state constitution. While recognizing that the state constitution “secures to the citizen the right to bear arms in the defense of his home, person, and property,” the court explained that the “statute is designed to promote personal security, and to check and put down lawlessness, and is thus
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in perfect harmony with the constitution.”18 “[W]e are of the opinion the act is but a reasonable regulation of the use of . . . arms, and to which the citizen must yield,” the court concluded.19 In the years since Shelby, every state’s judiciary in which the question has been adjudicated holds that the same standard of review applies—a surprising level of consistency for the diverse array of states (both progressive and conservative) whose constitutions protect the arms right.

Why do state courts apply this reasonable regulation standard? One answer is offered by Walter v. State,20 a 1905 decision of the Ohio Court of Common Pleas. At issue in Walter was a state law prohibiting hunting on Sundays, which was challenged as violating Ohio’s constitution.21 Upholding the hunting ban, the court noted that “the right to keep and bear arms is to be enjoyed subject to reasonable regulations and limitations as may be imposed by state law. The right to keep and bear arms does not prevent the legislature from passing laws regulating the manner in which arms shall be used.”22 In explaining this holding, the Walter court looked to the history of lawful restrictions on the right. First, the court argued that at common law, “’[t]he offense of going armed with unusual or dangerous weapons, to the terror of the people, has always been indictable.’”23 “Moreover,” the court continued, “the state legislatures of the states have provided many limitations”24 on this right, including bans on carrying concealed weapons and on carrying arms “concealed or unconcealed, into a court of justice, or into a church, or into a voting place, or within a mile thereof.”25 To the Walter court, the constitutional permissibility of any reasonable regulations on the right to bear arms was a function of the long history of gun control.

According to numerous other state courts, the legislative power to regulate arms is an inherent part of the “police power”—or, as the Colorado Supreme Court characterized it, the “state’s right, indeed its duty under its inherent police power, to make reasonable regulations for the purpose of protecting the health, safety, and welfare of the people.”26 In some state constitutions, the police power to restrict the right to bear arms is explicit in the text.27 Yet even without such explicit language, courts have held that states have regulatory authority to impose legislative burdens on the right to bear arms.28
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By requiring that regulations be merely “reasonable,” the state courts give wide latitude to the legislatures to enact policies to preserve and enhance public safety. As the Illinois Supreme Court described it, the right to bear arms is subject to “substantial infringement in the exercise of the police power.” The reasonable regulation standard, like rationality review used elsewhere in constitutional jurisprudence, is shorthand for a considerable degree of judicial deference rather than a set of substantive principles one could identify ex ante. In other words, state courts uphold legislation as reasonable without much discussion of what precisely separates out reasonable from unreasonable regulations. To the extent reasonableness has substantive limits, courts will invalidate a gun law only if it is arbitrary or so restrictive that it “eviscerates,” “renders “nugatory,” or results in the effective “destruction” of the right to bear arms.

B. The Practice of Reason and the Breadth of Deference

How does this universally adopted reasonable regulation standard operate in practice, especially with regards to gun control? As one might imagine from the language of the reasonable regulation standard, the courts approach gun control with a great deal of deference and, as a result, almost all gun laws are found to be constitutional. While there has been no comprehensive empirical study of state right-to-bear-arms cases, the consensus in the academic literature is that approximately twenty laws have been invalidated for violating this state constitutional right. But that number is somewhat deceptive; many of those cases were decided in the 1800s and predate the rise of modern constitutional law and principles. Of the hundreds of published state court decisions involving the right to bear arms since World War II, my research uncovered only six published opinions invalidating firearms laws (or their application) on the basis of the right to bear arms. As the courts are fond of pointing out, and in what
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is surely the most repeated phrase (and most obvious understatement) in state right-to-bear-arms cases: “The right to bear arms is not absolute.”

The breadth of the deference inherent in the reasonable regulation standard can be illustrated by examining the diverse body of gun control laws that have been subject to litigation yet repeatedly upheld. A brief review of the state case law reveals that the standard is extremely deferential to state legislative efforts to protect public safety, permitting vastly overinclusive and underinclusive laws to survive judicial scrutiny.

i. Felon Possession Bans

Bans on the possession of firearms by convicted felons are among the most common types of gun control regulations. Every state court to rule on a felon possession ban in the modern era—and the cases are numerous—has held that such laws are reasonable. The Georgia Supreme Court succinctly expressed the underlying reasoning of the state courts: the ban seeks “to keep guns out of the hands of those individuals who by their prior conduct had demonstrated that they may not possess a firearm without being a threat to society.” Although some state courts rule that felons can be denied the arms right entirely because of the limited scope of the state constitutional provision (e.g., Oregon courts have held that felons are “not entitled to the constitutional guarantee of . . . the right to bear arms”), common practice in other states is to hold that felon possession bans are simply reasonable regulations.

Where felons are excluded from possession by standard rather than scope,
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the unanimity of the state courts in upholding the bans is a measure of the extent to which the reasonable regulation test is deferential. Felon possession bans are wildly overinclusive, encompassing within their prohibition non-violent felonies that offer no hint of the potentially violent tendencies of convicted individuals. Perjury, embezzlement, and violation of state securities laws are all examples of felonies without a connection between their commission and the felon’s trustworthiness with a gun. Under any form of heightened scrutiny, this vast overinclusiveness would be a constitutional defect that would require narrowing the ban. No law banning felons from exercising the freedom of speech, for example, would survive judicial scrutiny absent a clear connection between the crime and the speech.\textsuperscript{40} Indeed, even under a rational basis standard of review, blanket felon possession bans are arguably irrational and arbitrary, at least as applied to some felonies. Yet, state courts uniformly uphold these broad laws as reasonable.

\textit{ii. Bans on Particular Types of Firearms}

Since the mid-twentieth century, state courts have also uniformly upheld state prohibitions on particular types of guns. The courts of Georgia,\textsuperscript{41} Nebraska,\textsuperscript{42} North Carolina,\textsuperscript{43} and Texas\textsuperscript{44} have all found bans on short-barreled and “sawed-off” shotguns to be reasonable, while other state courts have upheld bans on machine guns,\textsuperscript{45} stun guns,\textsuperscript{46} assault weapons,\textsuperscript{47} semi-automatic weapons,\textsuperscript{48} and even handguns.\textsuperscript{49}

The Georgia sawed-off shotgun case, \textit{Carson v. State},\textsuperscript{50} exemplifies both the reasoning and use of the reasonable regulation standard to evoke a level of judicial scrutiny that demands little public justification. “[T]he question in each [right-to-bear-arms] case,” the court explained, is “‘whether the particular
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The extent of the deference that the reasonable regulation standard affords is also illuminated in the few cases dealing with prohibitions on another type of firearm: assault weapons. The exact types of weapon covered by this terminology vary; their only unifying characteristic is “a military-style appearance.” Critics of these bans note that, “[a]ppearance notwithstanding, ‘assault weapons’ are functionally indistinguishable from normal-looking guns: they fire only one bullet with each press of the trigger and the bullets they fire are intermediate-sized and less powerful than the bullets from big game rifles.” There is a certain illogic behind banning some weapons because of their appearance alone, without regard to the similar public safety threat posed by less military-looking guns. And yet courts uphold these bans, arguing along the lines of the Connecticut Supreme Court, which explained that because assault rifles had been used in criminal activity, and other weapons remained for people to use for self-defense, the ban was reasonable.

Thus, under the reasonable regulation standard, the government is free to ban particular classes of weapons even where the class of weapons poses no unusual danger, so long as some other weapons remain available. As phrased by the Illinois Supreme Court in a decision upholding a municipal ban on handguns, “because arms pose an extraordinary threat to the safety and good order of society, the possession and use of arms is subject to an extraordinary degree of control.”
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iii. Bans on Concealed Carrying of Firearms Outside of Home or Office

As a testament to the political strength of gun enthusiasts, thirty-eight states currently allow the concealed carrying of firearms. Nevertheless, where concealed carry outside of one’s home or business is banned, the state courts uphold such prohibitions under the reasonableness standard. (As discussed below, there is a single modern case invalidating a concealed carry law as applied to a business owner within his place of business, under highly unusual factual circumstances.) Even if the ability to protect oneself from a violent attack on the streets is an important part of the right of self-defense through bearing arms, these cases provide further evidence of the breadth of the deference state courts give to legislatures in regulating weapons. In Klein v. Leis, the Ohio Supreme Court upheld a concealed carry ban even though the court explicitly held that “the right to bear arms is fundamental.” “Yet, however fundamental and entrenched in the constitutional heritage of our state,” the court continued, “the right to bear arms is not absolute.” Agreeing that “the right to bear arms is not absolute,” the Colorado Court of Appeals took a different route to the same end point in Trinen v. Denver, where it held that “the right to bear arms is not a fundamental right.” Despite the disagreement over the “fundamentality” of the arms right, both courts upheld the bans under the language of reasonableness, explaining that the dangers created by concealed carrying of firearms in public easily outweighed the individuals’ right to bear arms. Fundamental or not, the arms right is subject to extensive regulation.

iv. Bans on Transportation of Loaded Firearms

State courts uniformly find that state laws prohibiting the transportation of
a loaded firearm are reasonable burdens on the right to bear arms. Some courts adopt the same reasoning behind decisions upholding bans on particular firearms, explaining that a transportation ban “does not elicit a total prohibition against the use and possession of firearms . . . [but] merely regulates their use.”

According to a Missouri appellate court, “society has a legitimate interest in placing on the possessor of [a firearm] the burden of ascertaining at his peril that it is unloaded before he ventures forth with it in public.” Several cases involve bans on vehicular transportation, while others deal with total bans on the carrying of loaded firearms in any circumstance. Regardless, the laws are upheld under deferential scrutiny as means of maintaining public peace and security.

v. Bans on Firearms Possession While Intoxicated

Courts show no hesitation in affirming the constitutionality of bans on possession of firearms by people who are intoxicated. According to People v. Garcia, a decision of the Colorado Supreme Court, “[i]t is clearly reasonable for the legislature to regulate the possession of firearms by those who are under the influence of alcohol or drugs . . . . [T]he statute here proscribes only that behavior which can rationally be considered illegitimate, and thus properly prohibited . . . .” It is hardly surprising that courts find that intoxicated people bearing arms pose unusual dangers and uphold prohibitions on such possession as reasonable. A reflection of the state court deference to legislatures, however, may be found in related cases. The courts have upheld the constitutionality of bans on possession of firearms even in places where alcohol is served and where it is sold, regardless of whether the possessor is intoxicated or is even consuming alcohol.
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Courts even uphold the application of intoxicated possession bans to individuals who become inebriated in their own homes. In *Gibson v. State*, the defendant argued that applying the intoxicated possession ban within a private home infringed upon both the arms right and the right of privacy. To his argument, we might add that systematic application of this law might mean that only teetotalers would be able to keep firearms at home. Nevertheless, the *Gibson* court cited examples of prior cases involving victims of gun violence within the home and argued that individuals who possess firearms “even in their own homes, pose a significant threat to the health and safety of their family members, their neighbors and themselves.” Consequently, the legislature was well within the ambit of its wide authority in imposing this regulation on the right to bear arms.

vi. Penalty Enhancements for Possession of a Firearm During the Commission of a Crime

One is tempted to suspect that courts are willing to uphold almost any type of gun control measure due to the unattractive nature of many of the individuals who challenge such laws: criminals, usually. A violent spouse-beater challenging a felon possession ban or a drunk driver caught with a loaded gun in his car arguing against a ban on transporting a loaded weapon does not gain much sympathy from the courts. Add to this the inherent public safety risks posed by someone engaging in criminal activity with a gun in hand and it is easy to see why courts unanimously uphold penalty enhancements imposed on defendants charged with using a firearm during the commission of a crime. As one court put it in a drug case, “Because of the increased risk of injury or death to private citizens and law enforcement personnel that may result from the combination of drugs and weapons, the state, pursuant to its police powers, may reasonably regulate and sanction such activities.” On the basis of reasoning such as this, one would imagine that penalty enhancements for using a firearm during the commission of a crime would survive any level of judicial scrutiny. Certainly, the low-level review of the reasonable regulation standard is easily satisfied.
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vii. “Shall Issue” Licensing

The breadth of the deference inherent in the reasonable regulation standard is indicated too by the common approach state courts take in dealing with “shall issue” licensing schemes, even where those schemes call upon government officials to make ambiguous judgments about an applicant’s character. State courts have upheld licensing laws that permit the licensing authority to accept or reject applicants on the basis of incredibly vague, undefined standards such as whether the applicant is of “good character and reputation”81 or is a “suitable person”82 to possess a firearm. Few, if any, other constitutional rights can be lawfully made contingent upon such judgments of government officials. Yet, as the Ohio Supreme Court argued, “[r]easonable gun control legislation is within the police power of a legislative body to enact; any such restriction imposes a restraint or burden upon the individual, but the interest of the governmental unit is, on balance, manifestly paramount.”83 While recognizing the relatively unusual latitude such licensing laws give to government, courts have held that the arms right is nevertheless sufficiently protected so long as the law requires the issuance of a permit to all persons who meet the ambiguous standards and judicial review is available for those denied a license.84

C. The Limits of Reason

In thirty-six of the forty-two states with individual right-to-bear-arms provisions, not a single law has been invalidated in a published opinion on the basis of the arms right in the past sixty years. Nevertheless, on a handful of occasions in the post-World War II era, courts have found particular laws to violate the right to bear arms or held specific applications of otherwise valid laws to be unconstitutional. In the forty-two states with individual right-to-bear-arms provisions, only six published opinions have invalidated gun control (or its application to particular individuals) on the basis of the arms right over the past sixty years.

Courts will hold a gun regulation to be unreasonable only in the extreme case where the law is deemed either profoundly unfair in its application to particular individuals, or so restrictive as to nullify, destroy, or render nugatory the underlying right to bear arms. These are overlapping categories, rather than truly distinct bases for invalidation, but they help organize the handful of decisions. By maintaining some limits on the regulatory power of states, the
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reasonable regulation standard allows the courts to play a role in policing
government action pertaining to the arms right; it keeps them in the “game.”
Yet, the infrequency with which the standard is used to invalidate gun laws
suggests that the courts’ role is relatively minor and only is exercised in
extraordinary circumstances.

In two modern-era cases, extremely unfair applications of otherwise valid
laws have been held to violate the state constitutional right to bear arms. In
State v. Rupe, the Washington Supreme Court used its oversight role to
reverse a death sentence where evidence was introduced at sentencing that the
convict owned a gun to support the inference that he was a threat to the
community. The gun was kept at home and was not involved in the underlying
crime. “We see no relation between the fact that someone collects guns and the
issue of whether they deserve the death sentence,” the court explained. In
State v. Hamdan, the Wisconsin Supreme Court overturned the conviction of
Munir Hamdan, a liquor and grocery store owner who violated the state ban on
concealed possession of a weapon within his place of business. The court
explicitly held that the concealed weapons ban was constitutional, but ruled that
the facts of Hamdan’s case made enforcement of that law against him
“unreasonable.” Hamdan’s store was located in a very high-crime
neighborhood of Milwaukee. His store had been the target of four armed
robberies in the previous six years and in one of those robberies the assailant
held a loaded weapon to Hamdan’s head and pulled the trigger (but the gun
misfired). During that same time period, two fatal shootings had occurred
inside the store. Highlighting these unusual circumstances, the court held that
prosecution in these circumstances would be “practically nullifying the right”
to self-defense.

In these two decisions, the courts are using their review power under the
state constitutions to police against miscarriages of justice. In neither case does
the court call into question the constitutionality of gun control. Rather, the
courts carve out exceptions from the law for particular individuals based on the
unusual circumstances of their cases. The exceptions do not apply broadly, nor
do they seriously threaten to grow and impede gun control. In these two
decisions, judicial review under the state constitutional guarantee of the right to
bear arms is a safety valve to counter governmental overreaching.

Three of the six modern-era decisions invalidating laws or their application
on the basis of the state constitutional right to bear arms involve a single type
of gun control: blanket bans on the transportation of (even unloaded)
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firearms. The laws at issue in these cases effectively made it a crime for an individual to transport a gun anywhere, anytime, and for any reason. As the Kansas Supreme Court argued in Junction City v. Mevis, under such an ordinance a person “could not lawfully transport a firearm from the place where he purchased it or had it repaired.” So an individual had the right to possess a firearm, but if he bought one at a sporting goods store, he could not take it home with him unloaded. Nor could he transport the gun unloaded home from a gunsmith after being repaired. As the Colorado Supreme Court noted in City of Lakewood v. Pillow, the ban “would prohibit gunsmiths, pawnbrokers and sporting goods stores from carrying on a substantial part of their business.” Under a blanket transportation ban, individuals can own a gun but the weapon must never leave home. Indeed, by the terms of the ordinances, an individual who moved residences had to leave the gun behind because the gun could not be packed away unloaded and moved in a van to the new residence.

Certainly, there are valid public safety reasons to keep guns off the streets and many jurisdictions have bans on the transportation of loaded weapons. But banning the transportation of even unloaded weapons goes a long way to making the right to own a gun chimerical, especially if the ban is applied to any transportation whatsoever. According to a New Mexico decision, City of Las Vegas v. Moberg, “[a]s applied to arms, other than those concealed, the ordinance under consideration purports to completely prohibit the ‘right to bear arms.’” The irrationality of such a law was illustrated in the Kansas case, where the court suggested that the total transportation ban was not even the result of considered public policy. The law, which was not supposed to apply so broadly, was the victim of sloppy legislative drafting.

One reflection of the amount of deference built into the reasonable regulation standard is that blanket transportation bans applied to unloaded guns have been upheld in an equal number of cases. Two decisions out of Ohio and one from gun-friendly Texas find that transportation bans are reasonable regulations on the right to bear arms because of the countervailing need for public safety.

92. Mevis, 601 P.2d at 1152.
93. Pillow, 501 P.2d at 745.
94. Moberg, 485 P.2d at 738.
95. See Mevis, 601 P.2d at 1150-51 (recognizing that the ban on any transportation appeared to result from the potentially inadvertent omission of a provision in a prior gun control measure).
The final published decision overturning a law under a state individual right-to-bear-arms provision since the mid-twentieth century is *State ex rel. City of Princeton v. Buckner.*98 In *Buckner*, the West Virginia Supreme Court overturned a license-to-carry law under the reasonable regulation test,99 reasoning that because the state constitution guaranteed the right to bear arms for defensive purposes, the state could not require someone seeking to defend his “self, family, home and state” to first obtain state authorization.100 *Buckner* is clearly an outlier, however, and the courts of at least nine other states have considered the constitutionality of license-to-carry laws and upheld them.101

### III. CONCLUSION

The state experience indicates that the vast majority of laws burdening the Second Amendment right to bear arms are likely to withstand judicial scrutiny under deferential reasonableness review. Laws that effectively abolish the right to possess a firearm (by, for instance, banning their transportation in all circumstances) or are applied in extraordinary factual circumstances that give rise to a sense of arbitrariness may be called into question. But outside of those narrow areas, an individual right to bear arms does not generally interfere with gun control. The Second Amendment may receive a second look, yet if the federal courts follow the uniform practice of the states in applying the deferential reasonable regulation standard, few laws are likely to run afoul of the individual right the Amendment is read to protect.

Some individual rights proponents seem to recognize this and support the individual rights reading in large part for its symbolic or expressive effect. According to Calvin Massey, “[r]ecognition of a limited individual right to gun possession, however, would allay the fear of gun enthusiasts (or shooters, as they generally prefer to be called) that the ultimate aim of gun control advocates is to stamp out private gun possession.”102 To be sure, if the Second Amendment is interpreted to guarantee an individual right to bear arms, then a move to a British-style society with almost no lawful gun possession would be unconstitutional. Yet, such a move is nowhere near being politically feasible in

---

99.  *Id.* at 145 (“The question remains whether the State may reasonably regulate the right of a person to keep and bear arms in this State.”).
100. *Id.* at 144-45 (citing W. VA. CONST. art. III, § 22).
America anyway. If this is all that gun enthusiasts can expect from a revised Second Amendment, then their victory will be almost entirely symbolic. Reasonable regulations—meaning almost all gun control laws—are likely to remain constitutionally permissible.